Abstract In the analysis of queueing network models, the response time plays an important role in studying the various characteristics. In this paper data based recurrence relation is used to compute a sequence of response time. The sample means from those response times, denoted byr 1 andr 2 are used to estimate true mean response time r 1 and r 2 . Further we construct some confidence intervals for mean response time r 1 and r 2 of a two stage open queueing network model. A numerical simulation study is conducted in order to demonstrate performance of the proposed estimatorr 1 andr 2 and bootstrap confidence intervals of r 1 and r 2 . Also we investigate the accuracy of the different confidence intervals by calculating the coverage percentage, average length, relative coverage and relative average length.
Introduction
The response time is defined as the time spent by a customer from arrival until it departs. It can also be viewed as the time elapsed from the instant of job arrival until its completion. The statistical inference in queueing networks are rarely found in the literature and the work of related problems in the past mainly concentrates on only parametric statistical inference, in which the distribution of population is with a known form. Burke [1] has shown that the output of an M/M/1 queue is also Poisson with rate λ. Jackson [17] showed that the product form solution also applies to open network of Markovian queues with feedback, also Jackson theorem states that each node behaves like an independent queue. Disney [5] introduces basic properties of queueing networks. Thiruvaiyaru, Basawa and Bhat [26] established maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters of an open Jackson network. Thiruvaiyaru and Basawa [25] considered the problem of estimation for the parameters in a Jacksons type queueing network. Ke and Chu [18] constructed various confidence intervals for intensity parameter of a queueing system.
So far very few authors have studied the nonparametric statistical inferences. Efron, the greatest statistician in the field of nonparametric resampling approach, originally developed and proposed the bootstrap [6, 7, 8] , which is a resampling technique that can be effectively applied to estimate the sampling distribution of any statistic. For necessary background on bootstrap technique, we refer to Efron and Gong [9] , Efron and Tibshirani [10, 11] , The system consists of two nodes with respective service rates µ 1 and µ 2 . The external arrival rate is λ. In section 2, we described the method of estimation of mean response time and nonparametric estimation approach for mean response time. In section 3 to 9 we proposed CAN, Normal, exact-t, Standard Bootstrap, Bootstrap-t, Variance-stabilized Bootstrap-t, Percentile Bootstrap and Bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap confidence intervals for response time r i , i = 1, 2 . In Section 10, Numerical simulation study is conducted. All simulation results are shown by appropriate tables for illustrating performances of all estimation approaches. In section 11, Conclusions are provided.
Mean Response Time and Nonparametric Estimation Approach for Mean Response Time
Let (X i , Y i , i = 1, 2) be nonnegative continuous random variables representing respectively inter-arrival times and service times at node-1 and node-2 of a queueing network model. The random variables (Y i , i = 1, 2) and
represents inter-arrival times and service times for j th customer at i th node of a queueing network. Let R ij , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, · · · , n represents the response time of j th customer at i th node of a queueing network and are determined from ( 
Let W ij , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, · · · , n represents the waiting time of j th customer at i th node of a queueing network. Then
With the help of analysis by Kleinrock [19] we can evaluate W ij , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, · · · , n using recurrence relation given by
for i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, · · · , n and W i1 = 0, i = 1, 2 and I(.) denote the indicator function. Using (1) we get
Equation (3)is the exact data based recurrence relation for calculating response times R ij , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, · · · , n that are exactly as a sequence of customers response times 
the arithmetic mean of these response times is a natural estimator of the mean response times r i , i = 1, 2 for queueing network. According to the Strong Law of Large Numbers [23] , we know thatr i , i = 1, 2 is strongly consistent estimator of r i , i = 1, 2 . The true distributions of (X i , Y i , i = 1, 2) are not often known in practice so the exact distributions ofr i , i = 1, 2 cannot be derived. But under the assumption that X i and Y i being independent, the asymptotical distributions ofr i , i = 1, 2 can be developed. By Slutskys theorem [16] , we have 
Thusr i , i = 1, 2 is a strongly consistent and asymptotically normal (CAN) estimator with approximate varianceŝ 
Also for sufficiently large value of n the CAN confidence intervals approaches to normal confidence intervals.
Exact Confidence Intervals for mean response times based on Student-t distribution(Exact-t)
As sample size is small, using the student t-distribution we construct confidence intervals for mean response times r i , i = 1, 2 of a two-stage open queueing network. Let t α be the upper α th quantile of the student t-distribution. Then approximate 100(1 − α)% confidence intervals for mean response times r i , i = 1, 2 are (r
Standard Bootstrap (SB)Confidence Intervals for mean response times
According to the bootstrap procedure, a simple random sample (X * ij , Y * ij , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, · · · , n) called a bootstrap sample can be taken from the empirical distribution function of (X ij , Y ij , i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, · · · , n). Using (3) we can obtain r ij , i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, · · · , n as a sequence of customer' response time. Similarly we can obtain r * 
is the bootstrap estimate of r i , i = 1, 2 and standard deviation ofr i , i = 1, 2,can be estimated by
By central limit theorem, the distribution ofr i , i = 1, 2 is approximately normal. Therefore 100(1 − α)% SB confidence intervals for mean response times
6. Bootstrap-t Confidence Intervals for mean response times (Boot-t)
considered as an approximate t distribution. Thus we have 100(1 − α)% Bootstrap-t confidence intervals for mean response times
wheret a/2 equals the α/2 percentile of the random sample
Variance-stabilized Bootstrap-t (VST) Confidence Intervals for mean response times
Letr i , i = 1, 2 is a strongly consistent and asymptotically normal estimator with approximate variancesσ 2 i /n, i = 1, 2 and considerσ i = ϕ(r i ). Now to find a transformation f (r i ) such that V ar(f (r i )) ≈ constant,by the first order Taylor series expansion:
Taking expectations on both sides, we get:
is the variance-stabilizing transformation. Then we have,
Here we consider N bootstrap estimatesr * i1 ,r * i2 , · · · ,r * iN , i = 1, 2 computed from the bootstrap resample. We
Thus we have 100(1 − α)% VST confidence intervals for mean response times 
Percentile Bootstrap (PB) Confidence Intervals for mean response times
where [x] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x.
Bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap(BCaB) Confidence Intervals for mean response times
The bootstrap distributionr * i1 ,r * i2 , · · · ,r * iN , i = 1, 2 may be biased, consequently the PB confidence intervals of mean response times is designed to correct this potential bias of the bootstrap designed.
where ϕ −1 denotes the inverse function of the standard normal distribution ϕ. Except for correcting the potential bias of the bootstrap distribution, we can accelerate convergence of bootstrap distribution. Let
Define
whereẑ i andâ i , i = 1, 2 are named bias-correction and acceleration respectively. Thus 100(1 − α)% BCaB confidence intervals for mean response times r i , i = 1, 2 are
where
Simulation Study
A numerical simulation study was undertaken to evaluate performance of the various interval estimation approaches mentioned above for a two-stage open queueing network. It is observed that most statisticians assess performances of interval estimations in terms of coverage percentages or average lengths of confidence intervals. However, through simulation study in the research work, we find that larger coverage percentages of confidence intervals may often be due to wider standard deviation of interval estimation methods. Moreover, narrower confidence intervals may often lead to smaller coverage percentages. Hence, both coverage percentage and average length are not efficient for appraising interval estimation methods. In order to overcome above two shortcomings, we consider two measures namely relative coverage and relative average length to evaluate performances of interval estimation methods.
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ESTIMATION FOR MEAN RESPONSE TIME OF A TWO STAGE OPEN QUEUEING NETWORK MODEL Table 1 . Different queueing network models simulated for study. Relative coverage is defined as the ratio of coverage percentage to average length of confidence interval. Larger relative coverage implies the better performances of the corresponding confidence interval. Also another approach named Relative Average Length is defined as the ratio of average length to the true value of r i , i = 1, 2 . For a given confidence level, the shorter the interval is, the more informative it is. Hence shorter relative average length implies the better performances of the corresponding confidence interval.
The consistency of r i , i = 1, 2 is examined by comparing true value of r i , i = 1, 2 with the average simulated estimates ofr i , i = 1, 2 whereas the different confidence intervals are assessed in terms of their coverage accuracy, relative coverage and relative average length. In order to achieve these goals, in simulation study we select various queueing network modes as shown in Table 1 . With regard to queueing network models shown in Table 1 Thus for each specified queueing network in Table 1 , a random sample of sample size n (= 15, 25, 100, 150, 200) is drawn from the original samples. Further N =1000 bootstrap resample's are drawn from the original samples. According to (5) to (11) we obtain CAN, Normal,Exact-t, SB, Boot-t, VST,PB and BCaB confidence intervals for mean response times with confidence level 90%. The above simulation process is replicated N =1000 times and computed coverage percentages, average lengths, relative coverage and relative average lengths. We utilize a PC Dual Core and apply Matlab 7.0.1 to accomplish all simulations. The coverage percentages, average lengths, relative coverage's and relative average lengths of mean response time r i , i = 1, 2 based on simulation study for queuing network models for different interval estimation approaches are shown in Tables 4 to 6 for large sample  and Tables 7 to 9 for small sample.
According to the simulation results based on small and large sample sizes we observe that, average lengths and relative average lengths are decreases but both coverage percentages and relative coverage are increases with sample size n. The PB method has the largest coverage percentage among almost all confidence intervals. The coverage percentage can approaches to 90% when n increases. All methods have decreasing relative average lengths with sample size n but the normal estimation method has the shortest relative average length. Normal method has greatest relative coverage among all estimation methods and has shortest relative average lengths among all estimation methods.
Finally among all estimation methods, normal confidence intervals method is the best for mean response time of queueing network for large sample and for small samples CAN method is the best among all confidence intervals.
ESTIMATION FOR MEAN RESPONSE TIME OF A TWO STAGE OPEN QUEUEING NETWORK MODEL

Conclusions
This paper provides the interval estimation of mean response time r i , i = 1, 2 for two-stage open queueing network. Using a recurrence relation we obtain a sequence of response time for the two-stage open queueing network. Different estimation approaches CAN, Normal, Exact-t, SB, Boot-t, VST, PB and BCaB are applied to produce confidence intervals for mean response times r i , i = 1, 2. The relative coverage and relative average lengths are adopted to understand compare and assess performance of the resulted confidence intervals. The simulation results imply that the normal estimation method has the best performance for G/G/1 to G/G/1 queueing network among almost all estimation methods for large sample and for small sample the CAN method has the best among all estimation methods. The above mentioned approaches is easily applied to practical queueing network such as all types of open, closed, mixed queueing networks as well as cyclic, retrial queueing models.
